Foreword

Wellness viewed in a holistic way is of great interest and importance for many people today. From the beginning, promoting wellness for individuals and improving the quality of their lives has been the focus of MTI in the design and function of its products and therapies. Products must be beautiful and therapies state-of-the-art, but all must be therapeutic in their function.

MTI’s Designer Collection tubs in DoloMatte or Acrylic CXL offer the broadest availability of therapies.

The following pages contain a good sampling of MTI Designer Collection products. Go to mtibaths.com for additional products, detailed specifications and pricing.
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The Designer Collection

AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS
In the last two decades MTI has been recognized with well over 150 awards for design excellence and product innovation. Testimony to our philosophy of design with purpose.

EXTENSIVE COLLECTION
There are so many different designs, styles, shapes and sizes from which to choose. Freestanding, drop-in, undermount and alcove tubs to satisfy personal preference and setting. Go to mtibaths.com to view the entire collection.

CHOICE OF MATERIALS
For a choice of design, look and feel, you can choose from products fashioned in Mineral Composite, DoloMatte or Acrylic CXL.

MADE IN THE USA
All of our products are proudly made in the USA, handcrafted by artisans and manufactured to the highest quality standards.

ULTIMATE IN PERSONALIZATION
With MTI you have the possibility of creating your own highly personalized bathing experience with many therapy choices, options and even component placement.

MTI WELLNESS™
Promoting wellness for individuals and improving the quality of lives has always been the focus of MTI. Here you will find the largest selection of water and sensory therapies for wellness.
This ancient therapy uses natural aromatic essences to promote holistic health. Most MTI air bath systems for drop-in tubs include a built-in aromatherapy diffusion system that delivers the aromatic essences through the air bath bubbles.

Audiotherapy uses our sense of hearing to relieve stress and foster relaxation. The sounds of gently flowing water are soothing, but you can also use the power of music to relax. With Stereo H20 you will not only hear but actually feel the sound through your body as it travels through the water.
Freestanding Tubs

* Mineral Composite

MTI’s mineral composite material is made of natural minerals mined locally in Georgia from a large natural granite and marble resource, bound together by a high-grade casting resin. Approximately 65% organic.

The bonded smooth, white, glossy finish is provided by a high-performance polyresin coating specially formulated for MTI with superior characteristics. Each product is hand-finished for beauty.

The surface is non-porous, durable and impact/shock resistant. Also UV-, stain-, mold- and mildew-resistant. Easy to clean and maintain.
HUDSON • 66" in length

MARCEL • 66" in length

ADELINE • 64" in length

CHARLOTTE • 2 models available 58" and 66" in length
Freestanding Tubs

• **DoloMatte™**
  The latest material addition to MTI’s Designer Collection. It offers luxurious design aesthetics and an exquisite matte finish with a velvety-soft touch and feel.
  DoloMatte is a true solid-surface material. A specialty polymer blended with ground minerals undergoes a multi-step process that includes thermoforming, additional strengthening and hand finishing.

• **Acrylic CXL™**
  The finest grade of sheet acrylic available in the world: continuous cross-linked cast acrylic. It undergoes a multi-step process that includes thermoforming, additional strengthening and hand finishing.

*Both materials are American-made.* The surfaces are non-porous, durable and impact/shock resistant. Also UV-, stain-, mold- and mildew-resistant. Easy to clean and maintain.

Designer Collection freestanding tubs are available in DoloMatte or Acrylic CXL, with the exception of the Jasmine.
MELINDA • 3 models available from 66" to 71" in length • shown with optional pedestal above; without pedestal to the right

MELINDA • with integrated faucet deck • 2 models available 67" and 71" in length
PARISIAN • 2 models available 66" and 71" in length

NOELLA • 65" in length • shown in DoloMatte
LANEY • 2 models available 65” and 72” in length

LORETTA • 2 models available 60” and 67” in length with integrated faucet deck
Also available without faucet deck

ADEL • 2 models available 57” and 68” in length without integrated faucet deck • shown in DoloMatte
Also available with faucet deck
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NEW YORKER • 72" in length with integrated faucet deck • shown in DolceMatte

NEW YORKER • 4 models available from 66" to 72" in length

OLIVIA • 2 models available 66" and 73" in length
PARISIAN • 2 models available 66" and 72" in length

MADELYN • 2 models available 66" in length • 1 with integrated faucet deck and 1 without

JASMINE • 52" round
ANDREA • 66” in length

KAHLO • 2 models available 60” and 66” in length • extended ledge on one side for easy entry and mounting faucetry

WESTBROOK • 66” in length
MTI's Sculpted Finish® Customization Process

At MTI, Sculpted Finish® describes both a look and a process. The look is seamless, as if the tub were hand-molded out of a single piece of material. The process involves a series of painstakingly detailed steps, all performed by hand by the craftsmen at MTI.

MTI inventiveness allows individuals to craft their own one-of-a-kind tub. The Andrea®, Kahlo and Metro drop-in tubs may be ordered with Sculpted Finish on one, two or three sides, or even four sides to create a freestanding tub.

MTI's Sculpted Finish technique can also be applied to other square, rectangle and corner drop-in tubs on special order.
Drop-In, Undermount and Alcove Tubs

• Acrylic CXL™

The finest grade of sheet acrylic available in the world: continuous cross-linked cast acrylic. It undergoes a multi-step process that includes thermoforming, additional strengthening and hand finishing.

The material is American-made. The surface is non-porous, durable and impact/shock resistant. Also UV-, stain-, mold- and mildew-resistant. Easy to clean and maintain.

KALIA • 2 models available 48” and 60” in length
ANDREA • 26 models available from 48” to 86” in length (as shown) • center and end drains

CAMERON • 4 models available from 60” to 66” in length
**MADELYN** • 2 models available 66" and 72" in length

**METRO** • 3 models available from 60" to 72" in length • extended ledge on one side for easy entry

**REFLECTION** • 5 models available from 60" to 72" in length

**TRANQUILITY** • 3 models available from 65" to 72" in length
CARIBE • 78" in length • overflow bath

KAHLO • 2 models available 60" and 66" in length • extended ledge on one side for easy entry
WYNDHAM • 60" in length • features integral skirt

WYNDHAM • 3 models available from 59" to 71" in length

BANERA DEL SOL • 84" in length
VICTORIA • 3 models available from 60" to 71" in length

ADENA • 6 models available from 60" to 73" in length

SOLITUDE • 72" in length
NEW YORKER • 4 models available from 66" to 72" in length

HARMONY • 71" in length
LANEY • 2 models available 65" and 72" in length

CAYMAN • 6 models available from 54" to 72" in length

JASMINE • 2 models available 52" and 66" round
Personalize your bathing wellness regimen with the largest array of possibilities

WATER THERAPIES

SOAKING BATH
A simple soaking bath is the most elemental form of hydrotherapy where heat and the water’s natural buoyancy foster deep relaxation.

STREAM BATH®
Stream Bath creates the ultimate soaking tub by replicating the feeling and sounds of relaxing in a tranquil forest stream.

MICROBUBBLES
Microbubbles super-saturates the water with up to five hundred times more dissolved oxygen. Billions of the tiniest bubbles are released in such a density that the water turns a milky white. The skin is cleansed and gently exfoliated, feeling soft, smooth and supple.

WHIRLPOOL BATH
This hydrotherapy utilizes a mixture of water and air that is propelled toward the bather through jets. It provides a deep, penetrating massage to relax sore muscles and soothe aching joints. Two levels are available. Most Ultra Whirlpool packages include ozone, micro-jets and Tsubo Massage, a gentle Shiatsu-like back massage.

AIR BATH
Air bath provides a gentle, full-body massage that is restorative and relaxing. Millions of tiny bubbles envelop the bather to increase circulation; relax, cleanse and detoxify. Two levels are available. Air Massage Elite includes Spa Mode, with 3 pre-programmed settings that sequence through various combinations of therapies.

COMBINATION BATHS
Multiple water therapies can be combined in the same tub, such as air / whirlpool, air / stream bath and air / microbubbles.

SELECT OPTIONS

FAUCET STANDS

INLINE HEATERS
Inline heaters are available for soakers, air baths and whirlpools. These systems do not heat cold water but maintain bath water temperature at 104°F.

OZONE
The bath Ozone, available in MTI whirlpool and Stream Bath tubs, is a safe, effective and natural bath sanitation system that works while the user is enjoying the whirlpool or Stream Bath.

PRE-LEEVED FRAME SYSTEM / FOAM BASE
Frame of hardwood construction makes installation easy. High-density, closed-cell foam supports the bottom of the pre-leeved tub. Front or sides of the frame may be recessed for tile or marble application. Available on rectangular and corner tubs.

ANALOG OPTIONS

SENSORY THERAPIES

AROMATHERAPY
This ancient therapy uses pure aromatic essences naturally extracted from plants to harmonize and promote health of body, mind and spirit. Most MTI air bath systems for drop-in tubs include a built-in aromatherapy diffusion system.

THERMAL THERAPY
Dating back to five thousand BC, heat has been used to soothe, quiet and relax the body. MTI’s Radiance® is a bath surface heating system that applies radiant heat to the interior surface of the tub to enhance bather comfort.

CHROMOTHERAPY
For centuries, light and color have been recognized as having an effect on human bio-rhythms and life equilibrium. Most MTI baths offer the possibility of including the therapeutic effects of chromotherapy through the use of underwater lighting provided by digitally controlled LEDs.

AUDIOTHERAPY
Our sense of hearing can also contribute to promoting wellness. The sounds of a gently flowing stream are certainly soothing, but music can also be a great relaxer and de-stresser. MTI’s Stereo H2O integrates electronic transducers into the bath shell, so the bather not only hears the sounds but also feels the music. Available with transducers only or with bluetooth amp.

SLIM-LINE OVERFLOW WITH TOE-TAP DRAIN
Sleek, low-profile overflow offers a clean appearance. Different finishes are available. Overflow is factory-installed and applicable only to specific tubs.

VIRTUAl SPout
The High-Foam Virtual Spout offers a discreet replacement for a filler spout. It is factory-installed on an inside wall of the tub. Helio provides an uncluttered appearance and removes the potential obstacle of a filler spout where that may be a safety concern.

GRAB BARS
Grab bars enhance accessibility and safety within and around the tub. They are available for most models of tubs, and they may be added to the flat inner wall of the tub. Choose curved acrylic or curved metal. The top-mounted model shown is available for drop-in tubs with a flat rim.

TILE FLANGES / ABS
Available on most rectangular and corner bathtubs. Whether factory- or field-installed, the rigid ABS tile flange is chemically bonded to the tub to ensure a watertight installation between the top tub surface and the surrounding wall area.

PRE-LEEVED FRAME SYSTEM / FOAM BASE
Frame of hardwood construction makes installation easy. High-density, closed-cell foam supports the bottom of the pre-leeved tub. Front or sides of the frame may be recessed for tile or marble application. Available on rectangular and corner tubs.
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MTI's extensive range of shower bases offers an assortment of base shapes, sizes and drain locations, providing solutions for new construction and remodeling situations alike. Uncomplicated styling allows them to integrate beautifully with surround materials such as granite, marble and tile, while their functional design prevents water transfer and slipping. They offer clean contemporary design, unsurpassed quality and extreme durability.

The shower bases shown below are available in DoloMatte or Acrylic CXL. More shower bases in Acrylic CXL at mtibaths.com.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF MTI SHOWER BASES**

- Constructed in DoloMatte solid-surface or Acrylic CXL.
- DoloMatte bases feature a matte finish in white only.
- Acrylic CXL bases have a glossy finish in white or biscuit.
- Strong with multi-layered backing to prevent flexing of the floor pan.
- Factory tile flange.
- At least 30% thicker and stronger than other makes.
- Optional pre-leveled foam base eliminates the need for bedding compound on a flat and level surface.
- Scratch- and stain-resistant surface.
- Easy cleaning and sanitizing due to non-porous surface and no grout.

**ORGANIC DESIGN SINGLE THRESHOLD**
Soft, smooth transitions from corners and sides into the floor of the pan; matte white finish looks like stone.
- End Drain right and left.
- Available in multiple sizes.

**LOW-PROFILE MULTIPLE THRESHOLD**
Versatile design allows single, dual or triple thresholds.
- Center and End Drains.
- More than 30 sizes available.

**LOW-PROFILE HIDDEN DRAIN MULTIPLE THRESHOLD**
Versatile design allows single, dual or triple thresholds.
- Hidden Drain right and left.
- Assortment of sizes.

**COVERED END DRAIN**
Single low-profile threshold with covered end drain.

**COVERED OFFSET END DRAIN**
Single low-profile threshold with offset covered end drain.
Teak Accessories for Showers and Tubs

MTI offers a large range of teak products for the bathroom for both accent and function. All are manufactured in the USA using only 100% legal, FEQ (First European Quality), sustainable teak. Crafted in the finest grades of genuine teak, MTI’s teak products introduce an organic element to the bathroom that is both soothing and stylish. The teak texture and warmth also contribute to a spa-like feel.

**SHOWER TRAY**
Custom fit for most MTI shower bases. Shown with a 7” × 2” base.

**SHOWER SEAT**
Folding seat with stainless steel hardware. Natural or High-Polished.

**BATH MAT AND SHOWER TRAY**
Both available in a variety of sizes.

**TUB TRAY**
For book or beverage. Custom fit for flat-rimmed rectangular tubs. Slatted version shown. Also available in a solid, one-piece design.

**PREMIUM SHOWER SEAT**
Features 1” wide × 2” thick teak slats and a heavy duty 11-gauge tubular stainless steel frame in Natural or High-Polished finish. 24” × 16”

**HIDDEN DRAIN COVER**
Designed for MTI’s multiple-threshold shower bases with hidden drain.

**FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF MTI GENUINE TEAK ACCESSORIES**

- Genuine teak has the natural ability to ward off fungi, mold and mildew.
- Teak withstands the wet environment of the bathroom.
- Emits a slight teak aroma while showering.
- Variety of teak shower seats and trays available.
Laundry Sinks

Designer laundry sinks are both practical and beautiful. And MTI’s patented jetted laundry sinks use jets instead of an agitator to wash fine wearables. Drop-in and undermount models are available. Constructed in Acrylic CXL in glossy white or biscuit.

VERSATILE laundry / utility sink
25” × 22”

JENTLE JET® 120J
jetted laundry sink
25” × 22”

VERSATILE laundry / utility sink
25” × 22”

JENTLE JET® 110J
jetted laundry sink
25” × 22”

Our Credentials

Below are only some of the awards that MTI products have achieved over the years for design excellence and product innovation.

Our Story

By consistently listening to the market and embracing change, MTI has thrived. MTI is the first company in the USA to launch a full bath product line in true solid-surface. Some of our most important innovations include the most hygienic air bath systems and patents on the Fill-Flush® cleaning system and Jentle Jet® laundry system.

MTI was also a leader in moving the industry to be design-driven and, through its Woodward Mill House, created the most creative, exciting and experiential training program in the industry.
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